In this paper, we present a complete design framework for an adaptive multiple agent fuzzy constraint-based controller (MAFCC) based on fuzzy penumbra constraint processing in each fuzzy constraint subnetwork collaborating with a connected constraint network and its corresponding semantic modeling in a rst-order predicate calculus (FOPC) language, with application to a complex hydraulic system. The concept of \multiple agent" and \fuzzy constraint subnetwork" in a complex control system is introduced and some basic de nitions of penumbra fuzzy constraint processing in a constraint subnetwork and the collaboration with an overall connected constraint network and its semantic modeling are addressed. As a result, a human agent interacts with system agents and allows the constraints to be added or deleted on-line according to the constraints imposed from the outside environment. Near-optimal system performance is accomplished by restricting all the penumbra constraints to be satis ed in each constraint subnetwork simultaneously which are interconnected as a result of constraints that exist between each of them. Following the principle of constraint satisfaction and fuzzy local propagation reasoning, each individual system agent is now constrained to behave in a certain fashion as dictated by the overall constraint network. In addition, the constraint network in MAFCC system provides an update strategy which makes a real time adaptive hydraulic control for all 20 cities possible.
Introduction
There has been a certain degree of success in the eld of multiple agent process control using fuzzy controller in a hierarchical fashion 1 . Hierarchical control is usually organized by each agent used to develop various behaviors separately and then linked using another qualitative rule base to determine emergent actions. However, possible contradictory behaviors may occur and command opposite actions which are mutually incompatible to the desired goals. This serious drawback is caused by the fact that each agent examines its own local knowledge without any regard for the global knowledge and hence infers an output independent of the other agents. To surmount such a situation, various other safeguards need to be built into the systems to ensure satisfactory performance. In fact, the aforementioned problem can be easily handled by a connected fuzzy constraint network. In fuzzy constraint network processing, the sound values propagated throughout the network satisfy each individual constraint. Therefore, any contradiction and incompatibility can be e ectively avoided.
Some other attempts have been made to solve the systems with high degree of complexity via dynamic 2 { 10 and nonlinear programmings 11;12 . However, the so-called \curse of dimensionality" is a major hindrance, meaning increasing the number of state variables greatly increase the computational burden.
Earlier studies showed the utility value of a constraint-based controller applied in a single agent dynamic system, such as DC motor control which contained exactly one agent in the control loop 13;14 . However, in many real life applications in coping with complex systems, there are multiple agents involved, even human agents are included. Each individual agent in such a system could be viewed and modeled as a subnetwork of constraints. In addition, the relationship between object's and agent's capabilities as well as the interaction among human, system agents, and outside environment adaptation could also be de ned by constraints. Such complex systems could then be partitioned into many constraint subnetworks which are interconnected as a result of constraints that exist between each of them. Following the principle of constraint satisfaction and fuzzy local propagation reasoning, each individual system agent is now constrained to behave in a certain fashion as dictated by the overall constraint network.
What is Multiple Agent Constraint Network Processing?
In the early paper 15 we demonstrates the idea of single agent constraint network processing in the problem solving. However, in many real life applications, there exists multiple agents involved for more complex problem solving. For such a complex problem, the network can be partitioned into many constraint subnetworks which are interconnected as a results of constraints that exist between each of them.
An agent is a computational unit which is inherently \autonomous" in nature. It could be any physical model such as a robot, a industrial motor, a water reservoir or it could be an intelligent unit like human being. Thus an agent provides the information in the form of \model in the world" and possesses certain capabilities. In addition, agents maybe organized into many sub-units or coalitions which act in response to particular problems. In this sense, they represent as organized groups or composites called multiple agents.
By viewing the world as a set of objects, agents, and relationships to a global constraint network collaborated by many constraint subnetworks, a complex problem solving becomes the problem of nding the sequence of concurrent actions by satisfying agents in the network to transform the initial states (given values of objects in each agent and its relationship to the corresponding subnetwork) of the world into the desired goal states. The agents in the world are regarded as subplanners that generate plans to solve subproblems. The subproblems are produced by applying a \partition concept" called multiple agent constraint network. The decompositions of a complex problem is based on assigning each agent speci c objects and relationships to act on. By the satis ability of constraints in each agent, an overall plan can be obtained via multiple agent constraint network processing.
This approach allows each subnetwork to generate a subplan for each agent involving in nding the solutions among all the speci ed relationships as constraints to its corresponding individual agent. While the individual agent needs to satisfy the constraints for its objects from other agents, it considers the constraints it contains to be the responsibility by other agents. Thus, each agent has to accommodate the constraints generates by other agents as part of its plan to solve the assigned subproblem. The overall plan is a sequence of resultant solutions or concurrent actions of all subplans. The constraint subnetworks represent the coordination among the agents. The following example illustrates the rationale of multiple agent constraint network problem solving. Example 2.1 : Again, consider the following: The power dissipation of three resistor with resistance 47K , 57K , and 67K , respectively is stated by the manufacturer to be 1 4 W. What are the maximum DC voltages that may be applied for these resistors? What are the largest DC currents that can be made to ow through these resistors without damaging them?
These representations can be expressed as an overall connected constraint network (U; X; C) partitions into three subnetworks which contain two constraints each and its constraint subnetwork (U; X I ; C I ) for this problem can be represented as: U : fU 2 Rg; X I : (X i 1 ; X 2 ; X i 3 ) = (I i ; P; V i );
C I : fC i 1 ; C i 2 g = fC i 1 (I i ; P); C i 2 (P; V i )g: Figure 1 shows a global constraint network which consists of three subnetworks after partition, where the round nodes represent the objects, and the rectangular nodes denote the constraints.
From the network shown in Figure 1 . Since the value 1 4 is given to the object P for all three resistors. Then, because of the constraints P = I As the consequence, the overall network (U; X; C) is consistent i all the individual subnetworks (U; X I ; C I ) are consistent simultaneously.
Fuzzy Constraint Subnetwork
For the problem with high complexity, a technique of decomposition of an overall fuzzy constraint network can be applied. In this concept, a global fuzzy constraint network is partitioned into many constraint subnetworks which are interconnected as a results of constraints that exist between each of them. In what follows we de ne such constraints and subnetworks.
De nition 3.1 (fuzzy constraint subnetwork): Given a connected constraint network (U; X; C), a fuzzy constraint subnetwork is de ned as the triple (U; X I ; C I ), Figure 2 . The pump at each subsystem is used to lift the water level to the desired target level speci ed by each city's water demand. Supposed water needs to be transported to all 20 cities at di erent desired rates from a lake of water elevation 110 ft through a 4000-ft-long, 6-in-diameter steel pipeline at 50 o F. The main objective is to determine the optimal solution subjected to the constraint imposed from the outside environment in order to achieve the system adaptation. Furthermore, economic analysis of system total costs such as pump energy consumption, reservoir amortization, power plant, and pumping system is evaluated as compared with system total bene ts such as water volume value, water quantity saving, ood damage reduction, and hydroelectric energy bene ts in order to maximize the gross net bene ts and to improve the bene t-cost ratio for the given hydraulic system.
Multiple Agent
Constraint-Based Control for a Complex Hydraulic System -An Example Consider a complex hydraulic water supply system which consists of many coupled two-tank water level control subsystems for 20 metropolitan cities as shown in
MAFCC Design for a Complex Hydraulic System
Consider a complex system in which there are multiple agents involved and each agent represents a subsystem. Every such subsystem I can be modeled by a fuzzy constraint subnetwork (U; X I ; C I ) and the constraints and relationships that exist between each of these agents can be formulated as penumbra fuzzy constraints interlinking their respective subnetworks. In such a scenario, we refer to the global constraint network (U; X; C) as a multiple agent constraint-based controller (MAFCC).
The term \multiple agent" is used to represent the implicit collaboration that exists between each agent and the explicit knowledge of the underlying interactions among human agent and each individual agent by virtue of the penumbra constraints. It is mainly suited for environments that require containment of human interactions subjected to the outside on-line constraints. Moreover, by satisfying the penumbra constraints, we can expect the process to behave according to the desired speci cations with an optimal performance. Figure 2 shows the overall con guration of a complex hydraulic system which consists of many two-tank water level control subsystems for 20 metropolitan cities. In this subsystem, two tanks interact and the uid spouts through the load valves in the side of the tanks. It is desired to maintain demanding water level at a constant 
System Dynamics and System Operating Policies
and H 2 (s) Q(s) = 0:025 1428:57s 2 + 138:21s + 1 (6) , respectively.
Multiple Agent Fuzzy Constraint-based Systems
The single agent fuzzy constraint-based controllers are constraint network systems in which the constraints of process operators or product engineers have been assigned to synthesize closed-loop controllers for given processes without violating the constraints imposed on them. For a complex system such as hydraulic control for 20 cities, the partitioning of a system with high complexity into many simple subsystems is performed by employing the \multiple agent" concept. In this notion of multiple agent control, the decomposition of a complex system is based on assigning each agent speci c objects and relationships subject to the corresponding constraints. This idea contributes signi cantly to the solution of problems with great complexity due to the fact of collaboration of each agent and the assertion and deletion of its constraints that occur in the world model. Figure shows the architecture of a multiple agent fuzzy constraint-based controller (MAFCC) for a complex hydraulic system. A human agent interacts with system agents and allows the constraints to be added or deleted on-line according to the constraints imposed from the outside environment. Near-optimal system performance is accomplished by restricting all the penumbra constraints to be satis ed in each constraint subnetwork simultaneously, where these subnetworks are interconnected as a results of constraints that exist between each of them. The structure of multiple agent control using fuzzy constraint networks for a complex system (n = 20).
Fuzzy Constraint Subnetworks in a MAFCC
The con guration of a fuzzy constraint subnetwork (FCS) (U; X I ; C I ) in a MAFCC for a complex hydraulic system is shown in Figure 4 . As a multiple agent constraint-based control strategy, the input/output behavior of a MAFCC is based on the collaboration of n partitioned agents and the relationships of each agent I in the corresponding FCS I between each object X which can be abbreviated by the expression MAFCC I (FCS I ) where FCS I = (U; X I ; C I ); I = 1; : : :; n and U is the universe of discourse; X I = (p i ; a i ; f i ; d i ; u i ) is a subtuple of ve objects: population, activity, ood, drought, and demanding water level; C = fC 1 ; C 2 ; : : :; C 12 g is a set of twelve constraints; and the control law is governed by MAFCC I ( ) where MAFCC I denotes the characteristics of a multiple agent fuzzy constraint-based controller. Adaptive control policies in a MAFCC are incorporated among human agent and system agents based on the on-line constraints imposed on the hydraulic systems: rst the demands of water consumption are assigned according to each city's current population constraint. Then a human agent interacts with system agents and allows the constraints to be added or deleted on-line based on the outside environmental situations such as unexpected population ows, seasonal activities, and abnormal weather conditions ( ood or drought). The MAFCC is applied to achieve an optimal performance of each city's water reallocation by restricting all the penumbra constraints to be satis ed in each constraint subnetwork simultaneously. Finally, the amount of excess water is also available for export after all cities' water demand commitments are meet. The MAFCC is then used to determine how each agent should be operated to maximize the net bene ts of exporting the excess water.
Semantic Modeling
Based on various hard and soft constraints being incorporated and optimal water distribution strategies, the semantic modeling of each agent I for a MAFCC applied in a complex hydraulic control system on n metropolitan cities (n = 20) can be constructed as follows: consider a theory ? I in ? in a rst-order fuzzy sublanguage L I = hH I ; P I ; F I ; K I i in L I , a universe of discourse U, and a partial interpretation In a MAFCC system, we need to determine the satis ability of the theory ? I with respect to an acceptance threshold . A theory can be written as follows in standard rst-order predicate calculus (FOPC) notions: 
